Medical student mistreatment and creating a positive learning environment

For resident educators

Medical students’ views on the importance of resident teaching

Tips on how to fulfill your educational, as well as patient care, responsibilities

Creating mini-lesson plans on common topics

Developing Teaching Scripts: A helpful framework for (newish) medical educators

Medical student mistreatment defined and quantified at AMS and nationally

Preventing medical student mistreatment and creating a positive learning environment

Medical student Perspectives on Resident Teaching (6:40)

How to Incorporate Medical Students into a Busy Clinical Service: 7 Tips for Residents (6:30)
Lecturing

Tips on lecturing at the Alpert Medical School (2:24)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=snfYML2v80

High Yield Teaching Technique: Conceptual Framework (4:24)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=df72qsZYSAg

Using audience response technology to make your lectures more interactive

High Yield Teaching Technique: Poll Everywhere (2:12)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9xF5rDziyUs

Integrating assessment techniques into your lectures

High Yield Teaching Technique: Effective Assessment (3:20)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D5N16oqgpsk

Integrating discussion into your lectures

High Yield Teaching Technique: The Turn and Talk (4:33)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kxBBt6e2jF

Reviewing your lecture materials for bias and inclusivity

Reviewing Didactics for Inclusivity: Practical Tips for Faculty (8:21)
https://sho.co/1BHOX

Small group facilitation

Best practices for small group facilitation

Facilitating Small Group Discussions (3:11)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RQlFOurh73M
Evaluation

Evaluation in Medical Education (1:25)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yVDBBy_cC_8

Evaluating Medical Students (4:41)
https://sho.co/1BHOV

Other online resources

Brown BioMed Faculty Development YouTube Channel
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCoCGjI8jLwVgCwu09J53eTg/videos

Warren Alpert Medical School Office of Faculty Professional Development
https://www.brown.edu/academics/biomed/faculty-development/